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DEEP HOLE DRILLING MACHINES

Horizontal multi-spindle machines for deep drilling tube sheets

Deep holes drilling machines to drill plates of heat exchangers for petrochemical, 

electric and nuclear power.

The Galbiati Group builds machines for deep drilling shell and tube heat exchanger 

plates (ASME, TEMA, and PED codes). These products are used in chemical, 

petrochemical and nuclear industries. Models with 1 to 5 spindles, with BTA (STS) 

and Gundrilling systems.

STRUCTURE DESCRIPTION

Base and vertical column

Cast iron structure which provides accuracy in dimension and deflection.

Sliding ways hardened and ground finished. 

Accurate displacement through a double pre-loaded ball screw wheel nut.

Vertical column base and drilling unit support

Manufactured in rigid electro-welded and stress relieved structure to grant high 

rigidity and minimize any load deflection. 

Sliding planes with relevant supports are located in its lower part. 

Sliding unit drilling head STS type provided with horizontal antifriction prismatic 

ways.

Desplacement detection system

Linear-optical transducers (Heidenhain) on X – Y axis, protected against scraps and 

cooling liquid, encoder on W – Z axis.

Y vertical axis balancing system

Continuously balanced, during all vertical up and down displacements, by a closed 

circuit hydro-pneumatic system to grant a smooth and regular dynamic behaviour 

of the vertical axis.



STRENGTHS

 High positioning accuracy and repeatability, highly bore straightness, 
concentricity precision

 Automatic drilling, advanced control systems monitor the cutting fluid flow and 

pressure, axial movement, thrust, and power of each individual spindle

 Use of the most modern Siemens CNC Control systems for monitoring the 

functions of motors, digital drives and spindles

 Pre-programmed CNC

  Recording of drill data and cycles

 Design using FEMA to guarantee greatest structural stiffness and to dampen the 

vibrations caused by the cutting process

 The machine and equipment are modular and can be customized

 Milling Unit (optional) for finishing the plates

 Drilling units with 1-2-3-5 spindles

 Centre distance between drill bits from min.160 to max 230 mm

 Drilling depth from 600 mm to 1100 mm

 Drilling diameter STS 15.5-50.8 mm

 Drilling diameter Gundrill 10-32

 X longitudinal axis travel 3.000 mm – 12.000 mm

 Y vertical axis travel 1.800 mm – 4.500 mm

 Z transversal axis travel 600 mm – 1.100 mm 

 W transversal axis travel 600 mm

 Vertical column sliding on horizontal base, drilling units vertically sliding along the 

column
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TECHNICAL SHEET

Machine type
 
Standard 
version

Basic machine
Gundrill Semi-automatic 

pitch change Milling kit Milling 
spindleY up to 

3.000 mm

Y greater 
than 

3.000 mm

1 spindle X = 3.000
Y = 2500

Machine bed on 
guideway n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. standard

2 synchronized 
spindles

X = 3.000
Y = 2500

X modules 
1000 mm Y 

modules 500 mm 
(machine bed 

on recirculating 
ballscrews)

X modules 1000 
mm Y modules 

500 mm 
(machine bed 
on hydrostatic 

guideway)

0 0 0 n.a.

2 independent 
spindles

X = 3.000
Y = 2500 0 standard 0 n.a.

3 synchronized 
spindles

X = 5.000
Y = 3000 0 0 0 n.a.

3 independent 
spindles X = 5.000 0 standard 0 n.a.

5 synchronized 
spindles

X = 5.000
Y = 3000 0 n.a. n.a. n.a.

5 semi
independent 

spindles

X = 5.000
Y = 3000 0 n.a. n.a. n.a.

o=optional       n.a.=Not Available

Galbiati Group Multi-Spindle BTA (STS) Deep Drilling Machine Catalogue

Certified Quality

The precision required for the production of the major structural components of our drilling machines 
(such as machine bed, column, and slide) is guaranteed by the inspections we perform using our 
ZEISS MMZ-G 30 60 25 three dimension coordinate measuring machine, one of the largest installed 
in Italy (X-axis = 6 m). The major structural components are machined at our plant.



 TWO SPINDLE DEEP HOLE DRILLING MACHINES

Horizontal multi-spindle drilling machines for drilling tube sheets (2 spindles)
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 THREE SPINDLE DEEP HOLE DRILLING MACHINES

Horizontal multi-spindle drilling machines for drilling tube sheets (3 spindles)



Galbiati Group - Engineering & Machining
23848 Oggiono (LC) Via Cà Bianca Pascolo, 26 Italy | Tel +39 341 2633260

Deep Hole Dri l l ing Machine Division:  dril l ing_machine@galbiatigroup.it
http://galbiatigroup.it/dri l l ing-machines


